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What and Why?

What are we doing? (1) Technique to embed Symbolic KB into a vector space while
preserving logical structure. (2) Ability to perform logical operations on such embeddings
in a manner similar to the Boolean Logical operations on a symbolic KB.
Why are we doing? Such embeddings can be leveraged by sub-symbolic (e.g. neural)
methods to accomplish complex reasoning tasks, including (a) Knowledge Completion
(Inductive Reasoning), and (b) Complex Membership Queries (Deductive Reasoning).

Idea Behind Quantum Embedding
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• Each predicate (unary or binary) should be represented by a linear subspace of a
(real or complex) vector space Σ, where Σ = Rd (or Cd) for some integer d.
•All the entities (or entity pairs) should be denoted by (complex) vectors in a way that
they lie in each of the predicate subspaces to which they belong.
•The axes of Σ represent latent semantic attributes of the entities and entity pairs.
• In general, Σ could be any finite/infinite dimensional Hilbert space.
• The idea is inspired from the theory of Quantum Logic [1] and hence, embedding is
constrained in a way that geometry of the predicate subspaces and entity vectors respect
the axioms of Quantum Logic.
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Learning Quantum Embedding

Axis-Parallel Quantum Embedding: For computational reasons, we restrict to the axis-
parallel subspaces of Cd. We learn axis-parallel subspaces of Cd indirectly by learning
indicator vectors z for standard basis of R2d (because it is isomorphic to Cd under real
field). We also proved that distributive law holds for axis-parallel subspaces which other-
wise does not hold true for QL in general.

Loss for Membership Constraint:

Loss for Implication Constraint:

Parent-Sibling Regularization Loss:
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Overall Learning Problem - Embed2Reason (E2R)
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s.t. 𝑧9 are binary valued vectors

By approximating integer constraints, we convert E2R program into an unconstrained op-
timization problem.

Experiments and Results

•Used SGD to get (approximate) local minima of E2R.
•Resulting embeddings are an approximation to the quantum embedding.
•Evaluated on two different tasks – (i) link prediction, and (ii) reasoning.

8 test queries for LUBM: members of Professor, Faculty, Person, Student, Course, Orga-
nization, MemberOf, WorksFor. Used d = 100, and TransE [2], ComplEx [3] as baselines.

Insights

•E2R often ranks a ground truth entity either at Rank-1 or at a quite low rank.
•For WN18 dataset, binary relation satisfy transitivity property (e.g. hypernym) and have
inverse relations (e.g. hypernym/hyponym).
• Baselines approaches are primarily distanced based and hence capture transitiv-
ity/inversion properties better than E2R.
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